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Good afternoon! I have a few notes I want to share with you today.

Area Handbook - I want to inform you that the Area Handbook is now online and can be found at 
area31aa.org/handbook or under the 'Area Documents' menu heading and choose 'Area 31 Handbook & 
Guidelines'. The online handbook is formatted as closely to the printed document as possible but 
deviates occasionally due to the need to keep it simple. This new handbook will be updated in real time 
as the need arises. There is also a PDF version included for download.

Committee minutes – I have received and posted a great number of your minutes and I want to 
encourage all of the committees, whether standing, ad hoc, or invited to please continue doing so since 
it allows anyone interested to find out what is going on in the Area through one access point, our 
website. The committees not present sending their minutes should consider doing so in the future.

Reminder that content for the website needs to be emailed to the Webmaster to insure that it gets added 
to the website. Do not assume that announcing it at the Area meeting will do the job. I base my 'to-do' 
list on my email inbox!

Email – I want to point out that the Area email addresses are a point of contact for your committees 
from AA members, and the general public and as such should be monitored. If you have any questions 
or concerns about using these addresses please contact me and I will help to get you comfortable 
accessing your account.

This may be a bit esoteric but there is another feature of the website that may be of interest to you, our 
website has an RSS feed which can be accessed with a news reader program. Basically, any new 
posting on the home paged is automatically downloaded to your news reader program on an automated 
schedule with out you having to load your web browser. Here again, if you have any questions contact 
me and I can help you find and setup the necessary software.

Thank you all for your service.

Respectfully submitted
Bob B.
Webmaster


